
 

 

 

 

 

 

One, Two, Go Go Go! 
(Wonder who got that reference…) 
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The one-man army: alone and yet able to remove anyone in their way out of the picture. 

This singular statement summarizes most games within this particular genre, hosting powerful 

and godly figures of immeasurable strength and destruction as characters for the player to 

reign the world’s leash with. Whether beating everyone with the hardened fists of a martial 

artist or gunning the world down with an arsenal rivaling entire countries, this genre tends to 

make the player feel powerful while unleashing the main character’s skills. IS this because we as 

humans feel the need to take control over our lives and shun the rest? Is this response 

somehow a way for mankind to express themselves that they will not let fate control them? 

Before we get into the seams of this genre, however, let’s figure out what exactly a beat-em-up 

game requires and how they have evolved over time.  
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Beat-em-up games started off (and continue to this day as a type of sub-genre) as side-

scrolling platformers set in a strange, tilted isometric view. These games were still 2D despite 

the angle, employing clever shading and angled objects to pull the view off. The very first 

known beat-em-up was released in 1984 called “Kung-Fu Master”, which features the player 

playing…just that to save their girlfriend from a crime boss. It was first released as a Japanese 

arcade game and eventually ported to the NES. Despite it being considered more of a precursor 

than within the genre, it started many of the trends that we see in Beat-Em-Ups today. A 

singular player character fights off many grunts and enemies in each screen, requiring the area 

to be clear before moving forward when prompted. After surviving the onslaught of enemies 

with combos and items, the player is treated to a tougher enemy being a boss. Defeat of the 

boss moves the player to the next stage. To make things more challenging, the stages were 

timed, having players fight the clock as well as survive.  

 The very first game to truly bring out the genre’s popularity was released in 1987 

called Double Dragon. This was one of the first easily accessible beat-em-up games that 

featured multiplayer, showing up in arcade cabinets as a two player cooperative game. Not only 

did this game solidify the common beat-em-up environment of urban settings but also features 

the first use of the player stealing and using enemy weapons against them. It also introduced 

having a wandering playfield in each screen, as predecessors only has a linear pathway to walk 

upon. It was even the first game to truly take rivalry in videogames to the next level, as if the 

game was finished with two players surviving, they would have to duke it out to see who truly 

wins the game. The success of this beat-em-up was so popular, it is said to have essentially 

created the genre name and inspired every future game made within the genre.   
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 Beat-em-ups do what they do best with me: fill me with the power and control to 

victory. The biggest problem, however, is how same-y beat-em-ups can become. You enter a 

level, you push buttons in combos to kill things, and you continue to do this the entire game 

with no differences. It’s fun, fast pace, and feels amazing, but unless it is done right the game 

can come off as stale. Something about the game has to grip its audience into wanting more, 

and then provide it. Without that change of challenge and options, the player is simply 

observing the same repeated occurrence over and over until the thin wall of immersion is 

broken and they put the game down for soothing else. The lone pawn simply realizes the colors 

of the chessboard do not restrict movement and just walks off.  

 Beat-em-ups have strove far from the side scrolling style of Double Dragon and some of 

today’s most notable successes ae the result of the style of beat-em-us with the fusion of 3-D 
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graphics. The first game to encompass this direction was Zeno Clash, and it was accepted 

widely. This eventually strove into notable titles, the longest running series being Dynasty 

Warriors. It fell into the same trap of being repetitive, however, and slowly disappeared from 

the charts. Many companies have taken up the mantle to pull this genre’s direction in 3-D to its 

limits, and as a result brought about games whom skillfully keep players engaged.  
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When Darksiders one came out, it was essentially seen as a much darker version of 

Legend of Zelda by many people. You went out, beat enemies, and got tools that unlocked 

more of the game. It did it’s best to emulate the hack-n-slash and beat-em-up culture but got a 

little repressed by the combination of other genre’s it attempted to focus upon. A good game 

none-the-less, it eventually gave rise to its sequel, which was better in every single way. 

Combat is easily changed, adjusted, and differentiating with the use of a loot system. A diverse 

skill tree allows players to take different approaches to assaulting and tearing apart their 

enemies like the badass the game wishes one to feel. Various tools, like the previous entry, give 

the player access to new strategies to tear apart their enemies and access new worlds. The gam 
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does a very good job of fighting off the one enemy of beat-em-up games, and that is repetitive 

actions.  

 

Bad examples of beat-em-up aren’t rare, and aren’t necessarily bad. They simply fall 

victim to the problem of diversity. Rarely will you have one of the genre games be bad due to 

other reasons… 
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 The original Splatter-house was a game attempting to be terrifying, a game for adults 

that involves everything horror movies strives for (at least that’s what the marketing campaign 

said). The game suffered greatly from the lack of diversity, only sporting several kinds of 

enemies and very few attacks to dispatch them. The sheer amount of gore, bloodshed, and 

destruction was appealing, but it essentially became a superficial title with a single mechanic 
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that added nothing new to the table of other games similar to it. The worst mechanic it 

presented, however, was the fact that you could die extremely fast, and death mean going back 

to the start menu and watching the un-skip-able cut-scene over and over before loading your 

game again. Future ports added the ability to carry different weapons, but inevitable doesn’t 

change anything, as the results are just the same as before. 


